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I remember my early beginnings as a practicing physician: a professional signature was an absolute
authentication for everything. We signed and signed throughout the whole working day, with all due care and
rightful pride, every prescription we wrote , every note we jotted down, and of course every clinical test we
produced a request for. This had been initiated by our officially-approved "design" of our own personal,
unmistakable, and inalienable handwritten logo, so to speak. It was then part of our being initiated into adulthood
and all related capabilities such as opening a bank account and getting a job. A young adult could spend weeks
trying their best to streamline, beautify and modify the visual aspect of their name to bring out and assert their
allegedly unique identity. Thirty five years have elapsed, and the handwritten signature era is coming to a close,
quite fortunately, especially for physicians. Gone are the days of fear of being robbed of a prescription pad by a
patient expert at handwriting imitation.  Gone are the scribblings from our worn-out ball-points to legitimize our
prescriptions. Computerized medical records have revolutionized our ways for good, and for considerably
improved readability.

But our "healthcare system" seems to have been outpaced in this course of practical evolution.  How often aren't
we witness to yet another demand that we prove the legitimacy of our professional status in that die-hard pre-
historical way -  namely our doctor's handwritten signature to be affixed onto documents most clearly and
obviously printed from our name-protected personal file!

After several clerks' refusals of my unsigned computerized prescriptions (to obey their superiors) despite these
documents' beautiful typing, preventing any sloppy-handwriting-induced misunderstanding, I decided to "test"
the true value of my handwritten signature.  Have you ever contributed to a hospital's medical signature
compilation register?  This is sheer nonsense, especially in urban regions where clients often get medical
consultations in more than 10 different hospitals.

I decided therefore to test "the system" by modifying ad infinitum and over many years my own signature down
to mere capitalized abbreviations of my name (GD) without any frill of style or handwriting.  One second to
"sign", what a relief!  One second also to get printed from my on-line record a medical request lost by the patient
with a rubber-stamping-accompanied « signature » added, as a reassuring "authentication" of my prescription.

I am hereby candidly sharing the final result of my own "research" out of observations performed over several
years as to the real use of my handwritten medical signature: one request out of two undersigned in a wholly
different way seemed to pose no problem. Everything is acceptable it seems, but the absence of pen ink marks.
The ink is the proof!

As the evidence shows, our poor clerks have no time to peruse the "medical handwritten signature general
record" to check for the authenticity of each one of our individual signatures.  On the other hand, they greatly
value our computerized prescriptions where each item checked is perfectly readable and subject to so much
less error.

Welcome into 2018
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Our institutions should train their staff to identify a prescription produced from a computerized patient's record.
Such a prescription has already passed through a thorough security clearance process, far safer than the often
illegible scratching of a pen on a blank prescription notebook : a user's name with its associated password to
access the computerized medical record, the neat printing of the whole array of data relevant to the prescribing
physician (practice ID number, place and address of the practice, fax number, phone number …), a multitude of
other readable and useful informations for the receiving clerks and pharmacists.

The phasing out of handwritten prescriptions

Except for the prescriptions handwritten by physicians who have no access to computerization and for those
doing house calls, electronic prescription identification should be the norm in family medicine, including offices,
chronic care institutions and hospitals.

Away with the dramatic errors and misunderstandings owing to some professionals' disastrous handwriting as
they hurry from patient to patient with no time to improve their calligraphy1. I have in mind our pharmacist
colleagues who spend ridiculous amounts of time in tentative deciphering of our writing while they are sending
us perfectly clear and secured fax2. 

Misshapen and misread letters can kill, such is the final argument for encouraging computerized prescriber as
the one norm.  A pen stroke is just pointless. 

Welcome into 2018, and up to then, let us simplify our handwriting at will, since it will be no longer examined to
match that of the "signatures compilation record".

 A mere abbreviation, why not? And, finally, now is the time to campaign for unique standardized forms,
embedded in the templates of our electronic files.
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illegibility of prescriptions of doctors can have dramatic consequences.
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